INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES (GROUP V)
PROCEDURE FOR APPLYING PUDUCHERRY POLYTECHNIC ADMISSIONS 2018

The entire Counselling procedure for candidates opting for polytechnic consists of following
steps as given below:








New User Registration
Filing of application form
Exercising the choices of polytechnic and courses
Merit Rank Publication (by CENTAC Authority)
Publication of Tentative Allotment on a notified date (by CENTAC Authority)
Confirmation of allotment option by the candidates
Final allotment of college and course (by CENTAC Authority)

The candidates have to watch for various steps and dates carefully for the successful conduct of
online counselling.
The first step is filing of online application. This step requires mandatory that all new users
should register. The Home page of the website centacpuducherry.in contains reference to new
user registration. The screen shown in figure1 prompts the user for Login for registered user and
it has Registration button for new user. The registration form for the new user is shown in
figure2.
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New User Registration Screen:
The new user registration screen contains fields for Name of the Candidate,
Father/Guardian Name, Email address, Mobile number, Password and confirm password as
shown in figure2. All of these fields should mandatory given by the user. After the user has
given all of the information OTP (One Time Password) will be generated and sent to the users
given email address and mobile number. The user has to type the OTP in the text box in the
screen, if it is correct the user will be successfully registered and the user can login with his
email address and password.
After the user successfully makes registration and logins in to the system, the user will be
displayed with the online application form. The different sections of the online application form
is shown in figure3. The colors of the section will be of orange, green and gray. Orange signifies
the current section is under progress by the user, Green implies that section has been submitted
and Gray indicates that sections need to be filled by the user.
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The first section of the online
the form for that section is displayed in figure4.

submission is personal information entry,

Figure 4

The sections in personal include fields to capture personal information, contact information and
reservation claim. The users should upload all the recent certificates for the reservation claimed

in the attachment section after providing details in the academic section. After filling the details
in the personal section the user needs to click submit to move to the next section academic.
Academic Section:

Figure 5

The screen for the academic section after selecting their respective board is shown in figure5.
The Figure5 depicts the mark entry form for the Tamilnadu board. The candidate needs to
provide their marks obtained in the textboxes then accordingly the total and aggregate percentage
will be displayed.
Attachment Section:

In the attachment section, various details required by the candidates needs to be uploaded. The
Attachments shown in Figure 6 includes Photo of the candidate, birth certificate, SSLC
certificate, Signature of the candidates, transfer certificate, if the candidate is Pondicherry native
then the recent PIC certificate has to be uploaded. The allowed format for photo and signature
upload is jpeg/jpg and size should be between 20KB to 50KB. The attachments of other
files such as birth certificate, SSLC certificate, transfer certificate and PIC certificate must
have file format either as jpeg/jpg or PDF and the size should be between 100KB to 500KB.
While uploading each scanned document it is mandatory that all relevant attachments must be
made as a single file to upload. After the candidate has successfully uploaded all the attachments
he/she can submit the page to move to the next section Payment.
Payment Section:
The Figure 7 shown below depicts the
payment section. The payment section
provides payment option section, where Figure 6
the candidate can select their desired
payment option it can be either DD or
Online Payment. If the user chooses
the DD option then accordingly the screen shown in Figure8 will be displayed, where the user
can provide their Demand Draft details and select the save option to save their DD details which
will be verified by the Verification officer later and will be intimated to the candidates.

Figure 7

If the candidate chooses the Online Payment option then the screen shown in Figure 8 will be
displayed. If the user clicks the Pay button in Figure 8 then the application will be moving to the
online payment gateway shown in Figure 9 where the candidate can choose their online payment

options which can be either debit card, net banking, paytm, wallets or UPI then according to the
candidate option the payment will be made.
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If the candidate successfully completes their payment they will not be allowed to change
their personal or Academic or attachments.

If the candidate successfully finishes the payment either by DD or by online payment then the
candidate will be displayed their completed online application and they will be displayed with
print/save option for their application and course preference button will also be displayed as
shown in Figure10. In Figure10 only part of the user application consisting information about
their uploaded attachment showing options to save and moving to the course preference page is
displayed.

Figure 10

Course Preference Section:
It is the very important section for all the candidates. It is mandatory that all candidates should
provide their desired course with college preferences. The Figure for course preference section is
displayed in Figure 11.
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According to the candidate stream of subjects in HSC or their equivalent, the available courses
are provided as shown in Figure11. The buttons for Adding or Removing and moving the order

of preferences of the courses MoveUp and MoveDown are also displayed in the screen. If the
user selects the desired courses from available course section they can move it to the selected
course section by clicking the Add course button and then they can arrange the respective
courses according to their order of preferences by navigating the MoveUp and Movedown
buttons. After the candidate has arranged the order of preferences then they can click the save
button to record their preference details. If the user clicks the save button then the screen shown
in Figure12 will be displayed according to the order of preference in sequential order with serial
numbers. In this section the candidate has no limitation on the adding the courses to their
selection, they can add any number of courses according to the list shown in the available
courses list.

Figure 12

After selecting the courses and ordering their preferences the candidate can select logout button
to exit the system. Thereafter the candidate can login and they can view their status of their
application or change their courses option to the last date announced by the CENTAC.

